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I. M. Gelfand and V. V. Serganova introduced the concept of a (W, P)-matroid 
which is closely related to word problems in Coxeter groups and offers a unified 
approach to the theories of matroids, of A-matroids as well as to a large class of 
greedoids. In this paper, we study the slightly different concept of a combinatorial 
( W; P)-geometry, thereby unifying the exchange conditions in matroids and in even 
A-matroids. This approach is essentially built up graph theoretically and will 
have to serve as a combinatorial framework for a representation theory which 
will encompass the theory of matroids with coefficients as well as A-matroids 
representable by skew-symmetric matrices. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Dur ing the last years, several authors have studied combinator ia l  
general izations of matro ids closely related to some variants of the greedy 
algorithm. Part icular  examples are A-matroids and greedoids (cf. [B1, B2, 
B3, KLS] ) .  Recently, Gelfand and Serganova introduced the concept of a 
(W, P)-matroid (cf. [GS1,  GS2] )  for any Coxeter group W= (R)  and any 
subset P of the set R of generating involutions in W, thereby unifying the 
concepts of matroids,  of A-matroids as well as a large class of greedoids. In 
the case of ordinary matro ids  defined on I ,  := { 1 .... , n} of rank m, each 
w ~ S~ induces an ordering ~w on the m-subsets (~) of I .  in the following 
way: For  A = {w(al)  ..... W(am) } ~ (~) and B= {w(bl) ..... w(bm)} E (~]) with 
ai<ai+l and b i<b i+ l  for any i=  1 ..... m-  1 write A ~<WB if and only if 
ai<.bi for i=  1 ..... m. A subset L_~(~)  satisfies the minimality condition if 
for every w6Sn there exists some BoeL  with B 0~<wB for all B~L.  It 
follows (cf. [GS1,  Theorem 1])  that any L_  (~) satisfies the minimal i ty 
condit ion if and only if L is the set of bases of some matro id defined on I , ;  
indeed, both condit ions are easily seen to be equivalent o the statement 
that L ~ ~ and for all A, B ~ L and all w ~ W there exists some C ~ L with 
C~<WAandC~<WB. Note that for P l  := {(i i+ l ) [  l~<i~<n- l , i~m} the 
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set system (~) may be canonically identified with the left cosets of (P1) 
in Sn. Replacing S, by an arbitrary Coxeter group W, (P1) by some 
parabolic subgroup of W and the above ordering ~<w by an ordering 
induced by the Bruhat order in Coxeter groups, one obtains the concept of 
a ( W, P)-matroid. 
In the present paper, I shall attempt o establish a theory of com- 
binatorial ( W; P)-geometries. The idea behind this intention is to unify the 
theory of matroids with coefficients (cf. in particular [D, DW2, DW3, 
DW4]) with the representation theory of even A-matroids by skew- 
symmetric matrices (cf. [B3]), where even means that all cardinalities of 
the feasible sets have the same parity. To achieve this, it was necessary to 
slightly modify the definition of a ( W, P)-matroid as suggested by Gelfand 
and Serganova in [GS1, GS2]. Thus, in order to distinguish the concept 
I am going to use from the concept introduced by the authors just cited, 
I shall always use the term combinatorial (IV; P)-geometry. However, for 
many important classes of W and P we consider the same structures. While 
the idea of Gelfand and Serganova was to reformulate the exchange condi- 
tion for bases into the indicated minimality condition which is related to 
word problems in Coxeter groups and to the Greedy Algorithm, I have 
tried to generalize the strong exchange condition for bases in matroids, 
which does also hold in even A-matroids (cf. [Wl ]). 
Technically, the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we recall the 
fundamental concepts of A-matroids and of ( W, P)-matroids. 
In Section 3, we provide all the technical machinery in order to establish 
the theory of combinatorial (W; P)-geometries. Following a standard 
procedure in mathematics, the axioms are chosen in such a way that, on 
one hand, at least the ordinary matroids and the even A-matroids are 
included (cf. Section 4) and that, on the other hand, many results proved 
so far in classical matroid theory remain true in this more general 
framework. 
In Section 4, numerous examples for combinatorial (W; P)-geometries 
are studied. It is shown that for several classes of W and P combinatorial 
(W; P)-geometries are nothing but (IV, P)-matroids in the sense of [GS1, 
GS2], but we shall also study (W, P)-matroids which do not give rise to 
combinatorial (W; P)-geometries and vice versa. 
Finally, in Section 5, we extend Maurer's homotopy theorem for 
matroids (cf. [M, Section 5]) to combinatorial (W; P)-geometries. The 
proof turns out to be rather simple, because by Definition 3.15 any com- 
binatorial (W; P)-geometry satisfies a certain Maurer condition which is the 
decisive tool. However, all important examples fulfill this axiom (Section 
4). Actually, it is the concept of the Maurer condition which gives a better 
insight into what Maurer had done. In particular, it turns out that 
Maurer's homotopy theory for matroids carries over to even A-matroids. 
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In forthcoming papers (cf. [W5, W6]), I want to establish a theory of 
(W; P)-matroids with coefficients which will encompass the theories of 
matroids with coefficients, of A-matroids with coefficients (cf. [W3, W4]), 
and--in particular--of A-matroids representable by skew-symmetric 
matrices. The present paper contains the combinatorial foundation for this 
project. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we recall some basic definitions and results concerning 
A-matroids and (W, P)-matroids. We begin by stating the definition of a 
symmetric matroid. In the sequel assume n s N and put 
E := { 1, ..., n}, E* := { 1", ..., n*}, /2 :=E~ E*. 
Thus, /~ consists of E, together with a disjoint copy of E. For k ~ E put 
(k*)* :=k; then one has (k*)* =k  for every k~/2. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (i) A transversal in /2 is any subset T~/2 with 
#({k,k*} c~ T)= 1 for all k~E. 
(ii) Assume that ~ is a set of transversals in/2 with q~ ¢ ~5. Then the 
pair (/~, q~) is a symmetric matroid if the following symmetric exchange 
axiom holds: 
(SEA) For T1, T2e ~ and ke T1AT 2 := (T 1 w Tz)\(T 1 ~ T2) there 
exists some i t  T1AT2 such that TxA{k, k*, i, i*} e q~. 
Remarks. (i) By [B1, (3.2)] the definition of a symmetric matroid 
given in [B1, Section 1] is equivalent to the above definition. 
(ii) If T1, T 2 are transversals in E and k~ T~AT2, then one has of 
course also k*eTIAT2. In (SEA) the sets {k, k*} and {i, i*} may be 
either disjoint or equal. 
Definition 2.1 is closely related to the following. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Assume that ~ ¢ 3-~ ~(E). Then the pair (E, 3) is 
called a A-matroid if 3 satisfies the following symmetric exchange axiom for 
a set system: 
(SEAS) For F1, F2s3  and eeFIAF2 there exists somefsFiAF2 
such that F1A{e,f} ~ 3. 
3 is called the system of free (or feasible) subsets of the A-matroid. 
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Remarks. (i) By the definitions it is trivial that there is a canonical 
one-to-one correspondence b tween the symmetric matroids defined on/~ 
and the A-matroids defined on E: If (/~, ~) is a symmetric matroid and 
~:=~c~E:={Tc~EI  Te~},  
then (E, {}) is a A-matroid. 
Vice versa, if (E, {}) is a A-matroid and 
~:={Fw{k*  lk~E\F}  I Fe~},  
then (/~, ~) is a symmetric matroid. 
(ii) If all feasible sets are equicardinal, then axiom (SEAS) is equiv- 
alent to the exchange axiom for bases in matroids. Hence, the matroids 
defined on E are exactly the A-matroids defined on E with equicardinal 
feasible sets. 
For ~ ___ ~3(E) and I ~ E put 
~AI:= {FAI[ F~ 5}- (2.1) 
Then it is also trivial that (E, 5) is a A-matroid if and only if (E, q~AI) is 
a A-matroid. 
In this paper, we shall be mainly concerned with even A-matroids. 
DEFINITION 2.3. (i) A A-matroid (E, {~) is even if one has #F  1 - 
# F2 rood 2 for all F1, F2 s ~. 
(ii) A A-matroid (E, 5) satisfies the strong exchange condition if for 
all F1, F2e~ and e~F1AF 2 there exists some f~(F1AF2)\{e } with 
F1A{e,f }E~ and F2A{e,f} E~. 
One has the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that (E, 5) is a A-matroid. Then the following 
three statements are equivalent: 
(i) The A-matroid (E, 5) is even. 
(ii) For F1, F2 ~ ~ and e ~ FIAF 2 there exists some f~ (F1AFz)\{e }
such that F1A { e, f} ~ ~. 
(iii) The A-matroid (E, 5) satisfies the strong exchange condition. 
Proof This is Theorem 2 in [W1]. [ 
Note that any matroid M= (E, 5) with ~ as its set of bases satisfies the 
equivalent conditions tated in Proposition 2.4. 
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In the rest of this section, we recall some facts about (W, P)-matroids 
which were introduced in [GS1, GS2]  and encompass ordinary matroids 
as well as d-matroids. 
Let W denote a Coxeter group, say, 
W= ( R ] (rs) m(~'~)= 1; r, seR)  
for some R ~ W, the set of generators of W, and 1 ~< m(r, s) = m(s, r) <~ oe 
for all r, s e R, where m(r, s) = 1 if and only if r = s. 
For w e W the length l(w) is, as usual, defined by 
l(w) :=min{keNo [ w=r l  . . . rk  for some r I . . . .  , rkeR }. 
DEFINITION 2.5. (i) The Bruhat partial order <<. in W is defined as 
follows: 
For w I , w2 e W write w 1 ~< w2 if and only if there exist v, v' e W with 
w2 = v. wl - v' and 
l(w2) = l(~) + l(Wl) + l(v'). 
(ii) For each w e W define a new order ~<w in W by 
wl <<.W w 2 i f andon ly i f  w- l  . wl <~ w -1.  w2. 
(iii) Assume L _ W and w e W. An element v ~ L is called w-minimal 
in L, if for all u ~ L one has v ~< w u. 
(iv) A subset L ~ W satisfies the minimality condition if for each 
w e W there exists a (uniquely determined) w-minimal element in L. 
For P ~ R let 
Wp := (P )  (2.2) 
denote the parabolic subgroup of W generated by P, and let 
wP:= w/w~={w, wpI  we v¢} (2.3) 
denote the set of left cosets, regarded as subsets of W. 
The following result is well known and follows easily from the exchange 
condition in Coxeter groups (cf. [Br, Chap. II, Section 3]). 
LEMMA 2.6. I f  P ~_ R, then any ~ e W P satisfies the minimality condition. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Assume that P ~ R. 
(i) For any 0~e W e and any we Wlet  ~w 
mal element in ~. 
denote the unique w-mini- 
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(ii) For  w e W introduce a partial order ~<w on W p as follows: 
For  ~, f le  W e write ~ ~< ~ fl if and only if o~ w <<. w flw. 
(iii) A subset L _~ W e satisfies the minimality condition if for each 
w e W there exists some 0c e L with 0% ~< w/q~ for all f le  L. 
Now we recall the following. 
DEFINITION 2.8. A (W,P)-matroid is a triple (W,P,L) ,  where 
W=(R)  is a Coxeter group, P~_R, and L is a subset of W P satisfying 
the minimality condition. The set L is called the base set of the ( W, P)-  
matroid. 
Remark. By definition, a triple ( W, P, L) can be a ( W, P) -matro id only 
in case L # ~.  Moreover,  it is trivial that ( W, P, W "°) is a ( W, P) -matro id  
for all possible choices of W and P. 
EXAMPLE 2.9 (cf. [ GS1, Example 1 ]). Assume that n e N; let 
W= W1 =Sn denote the group of permutat ions of E=I ,  := {1 ..... n}, 
R = R1 the set of transpositions (i i + 1 ) for 1 ~< i ~ n - 1; choose some fixed 
m with 0 ~< m ~< n, and put 
P=P1 :=P(m,n) :=R\{(m m+ 1)}, 
where, of course, P = R in case m e {0, n}. Then one has 
We= {we W] W(Im)=Ira}" 
Therefore, we have a bijection X: W1 ~ ~ (m E) from the set of left cosets of Sn 
modulo (P(m, n)) onto the m-subsets of E, given by 
x(w. wp) := w(Im). 
Identify each me Wf  1 with its image Z(a) e(mE). Then one proves the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 2.10(cf. [GS1, Theorem 1]). For L~_Wf  1 the triple 
(W1, PI, L) is a ( W1, Pi)-matroid if and only i lL  is the set of bases of some 
ordinary matroid of rank m defined on E. 
EXAMPLE 2.1 1. Assume again that n e N, E = I n = { 1 ..... n}, and 
..... n} { l* ,  ..., n*}. 
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Write as above (k*)* =k  for every ks/~. Let W= W2 denote the group of 
permutations of /~ which map transversals onto transversals or, equiv- 
alently, with w(k*)= (w(k))* for every ks/~. Then W2 is a Coxeter group 
with 
R=Rz:={( i  i+1)o( i*  (i+ l)*) [ l <~i<,n-1} ~ {(n n*)} 
as an appropriate set of generators. 
Put 
P=P~ :=R\{(n n*)}. 
Then one has 
W. = { w ~ W I w(E) = E},  
and, thus, we have Njections X': W~ 2 ~ 3;, X": W( ~ --' ~3(E) onto the set 3; 
of transversals in/~ or the power set of E, respectively, given by 
x'(w. Wp):= w(E), 
x"(w • HIp) := w(E) ~ E. 
Now one has the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. For L~_ We 2 the following three statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) The triple ( W2, P2, 
(ii) The pair (E, z'(L)) 
(iii) The pair (E, X"(L)) 
This resuit is an immediate consequence of [GS1, Theorem 3]. For a 
complete proof of Proposition 2.12, see [W2, Proposition 1.15]. 
Remark. If in Example 2.9 one identifies any ~e Wf 1 with Z(0~)~(m~), 
then the order "~<1,,, denoted by "~< ," takes the following form in (me): 
L) is a ( W2, P2)-matroid. 
is a symmetric matroid. 
is a A-matroid. 
For A= {al, ..., a,,,} ~(,~) and B= {bl, ..., bin} s(me) with ai<aj 
and bi < bj for 1 ~< i < j  ~< m, one has A ~< B if and only if ai <~ b i 
for all i = 1 ..... m. 
The bijection Z" defined in Example 2.11 induces just the same order on 
the subset (~)_  ~(E). This, together with the fact that the matroids are 
exactly the A-matroids with equicardinal feasible sets, shows that Proposi- 
tion 2.12 recovers Proposition 2.10. 
At the end of this section, we recall the concept of the base graph of a 
matroid which will turn out to be fundamental for this paper. 
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DEFINITION 2.13. Assume that M is a matroid defined on E and of rank 
m with ~3 as its set of bases. The base graph of M is the graph I 'M= (f~3, 2/{') 
with ~3 as its set of vertices and 
~V:={{B, ,B2} ]B1,B2e~, #(Bl C~B2)=m-1 } 
as its set of edges. 
3. THE BASIC CONCEPT OF A COMBINATORIAL (W; P)-GEOMETRY 
In the sequel, let W= (R)  denote a Coxeter group, assume P __ R, and 
put, as in Section 2, 
To define a combinatorial (W; P)-geometry we have to perform some 
technical preparations. We begin by generalizing the concept of the base 
graph of an ordinary matroid. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Put 
,)~¢{" 1= {{W 1 " Wp, W 2 • Wp} ~(WP)  Wp.  Wl l  . w2. Wp 
= We- r. We for some r e R\P}. (3.1) 
Then the ( W; P)-graph F := ( W e, Yf) has W e as its set of vertices and X 
as its set of edges. 
For ~ ¢ L ~ W e let FL denote the induced subgraph of F on the set L 
of vertices. 
Remarks. (i) By definition, for wl, w2~ Wone has {wl. W1,, W 2 " mp} 
X if and only if there exists some Wo E We and some r ~ R\P with 
wl. Wl~=W2"Wo'r • We. 
(ii) Since any w e W is a finite product of elements in R, the ( W; P)- 
graph F is trivially connected. 
(iii) For Wl,W2, weW one has {Wl. We, wz 'We}eX if and 
only if {W.Wl. We, w.w2. We} eJg'. Therefore, any wE W induces an 
automorphism of F in the obvious way. 
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The following examples how that the graphs F L for ~ ~ L c_ W e encom- 
pass many concepts tudied in various branches of mathematics, in particular 
not only those which are closely related to classical matroid theory. 
EXAMPLES. (i) Assume that W= W1 = (Rm) ,  P=PI=P( .... ~, E=I , ,  
and the bijection Z: WI ej ~ (me) are as in Example 2.9 for some n e N and 
some m with 0 < m < n. (In the cases m = 0 or m = n the (W; P)-graph F 
has only one vertex.) For A e (m e) one has # (A ~ Ira) = m -- 1 if and only if 
A =Wo((Im\{m})w {m+ 1}) for some Woe W~,. Thus for BI, B2e(me) one 
has #(B1 c~B2) =m - 1 if and only if there exist we W and Wo e Wp with 
B~=w(Im) and B2=(WOWoo(m +l))(Im). By Remark (i) above this 
means in view of P~ =Rl \{ (m m + 1)} and the identification of Wf 1 with 
(m E) via the bijection Z, that for an ordinary matroid M, considered as a 
(W1, P1)-matroid (W~, P1, L), the graph F L is nothing but the base graph 
of M. 
(ii) Assume that W= W2=(R2) ,  P=P2, E=In, L: and the bijec- 
tions X': W2 e2~3-  and X": W2 e2-~ ~(E)  are as in Example 2.11. We show 
that the edge set ~(( of the ( W; P)-graph satisfies 
~{'={{X'- I (T~),Z ' l(T2)} I T~, T26f f ,  #(TIAT2)=2}, (3.2a) 
Y={{Z"-I(A),x"-I(B)} ]A ,B~E,  #(AAB)=I}.  (3.2b) 
It suffices to prove (3.2a), because (3.2a) and (3.2b) are trivially equivalent. 
Assume first that Ta, T2 e Y- satisfy # (T~AT2) = 2, and choose some w e W 
with Ti=w(E ). Then there exists some eeE with Tz=w(EA{e,e*}). 
Choose some Woe We with wo(n)=e and wo(n* ) =e*. Then one has T 2 = 
(WOWoo(n n*))(E) and thus {X'-I(T1), X'-I(T2)} e~f .  
If, vice versa, T1, T 2 e Y correspond to neighbours in the ( W; P)-graph 
F, choose some w eW and some woeW e with w(E)=T 1 and 
(WOWoO (n n*))(E)= T 2. Then one has 
# (EAwo((E\{n } ) w {n*} )) = # ({ Wo(n), wo(n*)} ) = 2 
and thus also # (TIAT2) = 2. 
(iii) Assume that W= (R)  is a finitely generated Coxeter group and 
P = ~.  Then we have WV= W. Identify the elements of W with the cham- 
bers of the Coxeter-complex associated to W. Suppose that w~, w2 e Wwith 
w~ # w2. Then by the very definitions the following three conditions are 
equivalent: 
(CI) There exists some reR  with w2=wl.r. 
(C2) {w~, w2} is an edge in the (W; P)-graph F. 
(C3) The chambers w~ and w2 have a common face of codimension 1.
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If, in particular, m 2 2 and W= (r, s 1 (r,s)m = r2 = S* = 1) is the Dieder 
group of order 2m, then for P = @ the ( W, P)-graph is the cycle of length 
2m. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Assume that r= ( V, X) is a graph. 
(i) The map d,: V x I’+ N 0 u ( co}, induced by r, is given by 
1 
02 if ZI and U’ lie in distinct connected components of r 
d,(v,v’):= min{ZEN, 1 thereexist u~,...,v~E Vwithv,=v, v[=v’ 
and {vi-i, vi} EX for 1 <i<Z} otherwise. (3.3) 
(ii) For v, v’ E V with d,(v, v’) < 00 the hull (v, v’) r is defined by 
(v,V’)~:={v”EVI d,(v,v’)=d,(v,v”)+d,(v”,v’)}. 
Equation (3.2b) means that the ( W, P)-graph of a A-matroid, considered 
as a ( W,, P,)-matroid ( W,, P,, L), may be identified with the graph 
rE = NW), Xi ), where 
XE:={{A,B} c@(E) 1 #(AAB)=l}. (3.2b’) 
However, the base graph of an even A-matroid, which will be defined and 
studied later, will not turn out to be the induced subgraph on the vertex 
set associated to the base set L via the bijection x”. To get a concept which 
will also encompass the base graph of an even A-matroid we extend 
Definition 3.1. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Assume that r= ( Wp, X) is as in Definition 3.1 and U 
is a-not necessarily parabolic-subgroup of W with W, < U. Write 
w:=w.W,forwEWandput 
t7:=UP:=U/Wp={u~uEU}, 
w.U:=w.Up={W~UEU} for WE W. 
Moreover, suppose k 3 1. 
(i) The triple ( W, P; u) is called k-regular if the following axiom 
holds: 
( U,) For ui , u2 E U with U, # U, one has 
(zq, u2)r” up= {WE(U,, u,),l d,(u,, W) E~~(z&, W) =Omodk}. 
(ii) Assume that w E W and the triple ( W, P; U) is k-regular. Put 
xTu:={(w..,,w.} 1 u~,u~EU,~~(W,U~,)=U~)=(U~,U~)=~}. 
(3.4) 
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Then the ( W; P; w. U)-graph F~vV := (w. U, sC~--_-~) has w. U as its set of 
vertices and 2C~-~ as its set of edges. 
For ~ ¢ L c w. U e let F~-.~, L denote the induced subgraph of Fv:~ on 
the set L of vertices. 
111 the sequel Fu  will--of course--mean the graph FT_~. 
Remarks. (i) If the triple (W;P;  U) is k-regular, then one has 
dr(G,  u22)- 0 mod k for all ul, 1'/2 e U. In case G VaWz2 this follows directly 
from axiom (Uk) with, say, w = u2. Moreover, (Uk) implies that for al l j  >/2 
and all ul, u2 e U with dr( G,  W22) = j .k  there exists at least one fie U with 
z /e (G,  Wz)r \{G,  Wz2}; just choose some path (~oo,...,wS~) in F with 
Wo = Ul and wj.k = u2. Then the coset W£k e U P satisfies what we want. 
(ii) If U= We, then by definition the triple ( W; P; U) is k-regular 
for every k e N. In this case for any w e W the ( W; P; w. U)-graph has only 
one vertex. If, however, We ~ U, then the triple ( W; P; U) is k-regular for 
at most one k e N. The triple ( W; P; W) is of course 1-regular, and one has 
Fw= F. 
(iii) For a k-regular triple (W;P;  U) every we W induces an 
isomorphism from F v onto F~v~. Thus to study combinatorial properties 
of the graphs F~-=-_v it suffices to look at Fu. If, moreover, w, w' e W, then 
F~:-_-_v= F~ implies dr(v~, w') - 0 mod k. In case We ~ U this means in 
particular that [ W: U] >/k, because there exists a path (~00 .... , w-~k) in F 
with ~oo#~-~k but Wo. U=wk.  U, and the k cosets w~. U, ..., w~. U of U in  
W are pairwise distinct. Some of the subsequent examples how that one 
has not necessarily [ W: U] = k, even if U # We. 
Before we discuss examples for k-regular triples (W; P; U), we prove the 
following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that the triple (W; P; U) is k-regular for some 
k >~ 1, suppose that we IV, and put F' :=Fw.~. Then for all wl, w2ew.  U 
one has 
k. d r, (~ ,  ~2) = dr(~11, ~) ,  
(~ ,  ~)~,  = (~,  ~)~ w. u. 
In particular, F' is connected. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Proof It suffices to prove (3.5), because the last two assertions are 
trivial consequences of (3.5). The above Remark (iii) shows that we may 
assume w = 1. By (3.4) one has trivially 
dr(G,  W22)<~k.dr,(G, Wz2) for all Ul,U2e U. (3.5a) 
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To prove that even equality holds we proceed by induction on n := 
(l/k) .dr(W~, u22). For n= 0 the assertion is trivial, while the case n= 1 is 
clear by (3.4). 
Now assume that n ~> 1 and dr(W1, W2) = (n + 1 ). k, and the assertion is 
already proved for all u'l, u~ e U with dr(u'l, u'2) <~ n. k. Since n + 1 i> 2, the 
above Remark (i) implies that there exists some u E U with Wll v a ~ # W22 and 
dr(W~, W22) = dr (~,  3) + dr(~, W22). Thus (3.5a) yields, together with the 
induction hypothesis, 
k. dr, (W11, W22) >~ dr(W~, W22) = k.  d r, (WI, ~) + k. dr, ( ~, W22) >1 k.  dr, (~ ,  W2) 
and, therefore, k.dr,(W1,-u22) =dr(W1, u22) as claimed. | 
EXAMPLES. (i) Assume that P=~,  r eR,  we W, and put Wo := 
w. r. w -1, k := l(wo), and U:= (w0)= { 1, Wo}. Then the triple (W; P; U) 
is k-regular. If, in particular, w = 1, then one has k = 1 and, therefore, 
[ W: U] > k unless U = W. 
(ii) Assume that W= (r, s l ( rs )m=r2=s 2= 1) is the Dieder group 
of order 2m and k l2m. Then U := { w e W l l (w) -  0 rood k} is a subgroup 
of W:I f  k -0  mod2 or ke{m,  2m}, then U is a cyclic group of order 
2m/k. If k - 1 mod 2 and k < m, then U is isomorphic to the Dieder group 
of order 2m/k. In any case the triple ( W; ~;  U) is k-regular, because axiom 
(Uk) is trivially fulfilled. 
The following result provides a rather large class of 2-regular triples 
(W; P; U) and will also encompass the important class of even A-matroids. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Assume that We# W and the (W; P)-graph F is 
bipartite. Let W e = V1 ~ V2 denote the unique partition of W p with T e V1 
and dr(-~, Wj) -- i - j  mod 2 for i,j e { 1, 2}, ~ e Vi, Wj e Vj. Then the set 
U:={ueWl f feg l}={u~Wldr (1 ,~) - - -=-Omod2} (3.7) 
is a subgroup of W of index 2, and the triple ( W; P; U) is 2-regular. 
Proof. To show that U is a subgroup of W it suffices to prove that for 
Ul, u2e U one has ul .u~-le U. Since Uz. U71 induces an automorphism of 
F, one has 
dr( l ,  W~) + dr(W~, u~ . u2 ~) = dr( l ,  Wll) + dr(W22, 1) - 0 mod 2 
and thus also 
dr( l ,  ul " u21) = dr( l ,  ~)  + dr(u11, ul " u21) ~ 0 mod 2. 
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Therefore U is a subgroup of W, and we have trivially We ~ U. The axiom 
(U2) is a trivial consequence of the definition of a bipartite graph. It 
remains to show that [ W : U| = 2. Since We ¢ W and F is connected, one 
has V2¢~ and thus U¢  W. Choose some reR\U .  Then one has ~-~ V2, 
and it follows from the definition of a bipartite graph and from the fact that 
r induces an automorphism of F that 
Vi= {g---~ [ u5 E Vi} for {i,j} = {1, 2}. 
But this means W= U~v r- U and thus [W:  U| =2. | 
In particular, (3.2b') implies that the (W; P)-graph of a A-matroid, 
considered as a (W2, Pz)-matroid as in Proposition 2.12, is bipartite. In 
this case the group U=: U~ as defined in Proposition 3.5 is given by 
U~ = {we W2[ #(E\w(E) ) -Omod2} 
= { w ~ W2 I # (w(E) c~ E) =- # E rood 2}. (3.7a) 
The next result treats the case in which the subgroup U with 
We <~ U <~ W is parabolic. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. I f  U= (P ' )  is a parabolic subgroup of  W with 
P ~_ P'~_ R, then the triple (W; P; U) is 1-regular. 
Proof  All one must show in case k = 1 is that for u~, u2 s U one has 
(b l  1 , /A2)F \{b lx ,  bl2} ---~ U P. 
Put n:=dr(W1,W22) and asssume that uve(W1,W22)r satisfies n1:= 
dr(W1, ~) >0 and n2 := dr(~, ~)  >0. Then one has n I +n2=n , and there 
exist r I .... , r n ~ R \P  and Wo, w~, wl, w2 .... , wn ~ We with 
W = U l  . W 1 . r I . . . . .  Wn l  . rn l  . WO~ 
! 
U 2 ~ W • Wnl  + 1 " rn l  + 1 . . . . .  Wn " rn  " WO,  
It has to be shown that w ~ U. Assume without loss of generality that w 0 = 
w~= 1; otherwise w, u 2 and w,~+~ may be replaced by some w', u~, and 
- -  -- -'7" - -  ! w'n~ +i with w '= w, u2 = u2, and wnl +1~ We. If w ¢ U, then there exist i , j  
with 1 ~< i ~< nl, nl + 1 ~<j ~< n, and ri, rj ¢ P'. But since 
Ul  1 "u2=wl" r l  . . . . .  wn' rne  U= (P') ,  
the deletion condition in Coxeter groups and the fact that any two reduced 
presentations of u~1.u2 as a product of elements of R involve the same set 
R(u~l  . u2) -~ R of factors imply that dr(W1, u22) = dr (u{ l  . u2, 1) <~ n - 2. 
This contradicts the definition of n. | 
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Before proceeding with the technical constructions, we want to give also 
an example for a triple ( W; P; U) with Wp ~< U ~< W which is not k-regular 
for some k • N. 
Assume that m>~4, m-0mod2,  and W=(r ,s ]  (rs)m=r2=s2=l)  is 
the Dieder group of order 2m. Let w 0 • W denote the unique element with 
l(wo) =m, and put P := ~ and U:-- { 1, r, Wo, Wo" r}. Then Uis isomorphic 
to H:2 x I: 2. Since l(r) = 1, the triple ( W; ~;  U) cannot be k-regular for some 
k/> 2. Moreover, (W; ~3; U) is also not 1-regular, because (r, Wo)r c~ U= 
{r, Wo}, but dr(r, Wo) =m-  1 > 1. 
To define combinatorial (W; P)-geometries we shall also be concerned 
with the concept of an antipodal graph as considered, for instance, in [ BK, 
GV, Sa]. For a connected graph G with vertex set V(G) the diameter 
diam G is given by 
diam G := sup{de(v, w) [ v, w • V(G)}. 
DEFINITION 3.7. Assume that G = (V(G), J~ff(G)) is a connected graph. 
(i) G is even, if for all v• V(G) there exists a unique ~• V(G) with 
da(v, ~) = diam G. 
(ii) An even graph G is symmetric or antipodal if for all v, v' • V(G) 
and ~ as in (i) one has 
de(v, v') + dG(v', ~) = diam G; 
that is, (v, ~)~= V(G). In this case, for v• V(G) the vertex ~ given by (i) 
is called the antipode of v. 
Remarks. (i) By definition the diameter of an antipodal graph is finite. 
(ii) As is well known and easily verified, a connected graph G= 
(V(G), •(G)) is antipodal if and only if for all v• V(G) there exists a 
unique ~• V(G) with dG(v, v') <.dG(v, ~) for all v'• V(G) with dG(v', ~) = 1 
(cf. [BK]). 
I would also like to mention that in [GV, Fig. 2] there are listed some 
even graphs which are not antipodal. 
(iii) If G= (V(G), NP(G)) is an antipodal graph, then the condition 
that G is symmetric implies easily the well-known fact that the map 
o~: V(G) ~ V(G) given by ~(v) := ~ is an automorphism of G, which satisfies 
cd =idv(G). However, some of the graphs listed in [GV, Fig. 2] show that 
is not necessarily an automorphism of G if G is even, but not symmetric. 
For k-regular triples (W; P; U) we shall be concerned with antipodal 
subgraphs of the graphs FV7~ for w • IV. 
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DEFINITION 3.8. A connected graph G=(V(G), JF(G)) is convex- 
antipodal if for all v~, v 2 e V(G) the induced subgraph G<~, ,2> of G on the 
vertex set (Vl, V2):= (Vl, V2)G is finite and antipodal. In this case the 
antipode of v e (Vl, v2) in G<,,, ~> is denoted by ap<,~, ~>(v). 
The following lemma justifies the term "convex-antipodal." 
LEMMA 3.9. Suppose that the graph G = ( V( G), ~ff (G) ) is convex- 
antipodal and assume that vl, v2 e V( G). Then one has 
(i) 
(ii) 
V 2=ap(vl ,v2)(vl), Vl =ap(v l  ,v2>(v2) • 
For v e (vl ,  V2> and ~ := ap<~,, v2>(v) one has 
<Vl,V~>=<v,~>. 
The hull (Vl, v2) is a convex set in the metric space (V(G), da); 
EXAMPLES. (i) Assume that m e N O and E is some--possibly 
infinite--set with at least m elements. Let F 1 = (V(F1), .~(F1)) denote the 
graph with V(F1) := (m E) and 
~(F1) :={{A,B}  c_(E)  #(Ac~B)=m-1}.  (3.8a) 
Then F I is convex-antipodal. For A, Be (m e) one has 
(A ,B)  :=(A ,B) r ,={ce(Em)  Ac~B~_C~_AwB},  
and for C~ (A, B) the antipode ap<A.e>(C ) is given by 
ap < •, B> (C) = ( A w B) \( C\( A c~ B ) ) = AABAC. 
For a finite set E this example is the appropriate one in the case of 
ordinary matroids defined on E and of rank m (cf. Example (i) following 
Definition 3.1 ). 
(iii) 
that means, for v, v' e (vl ,  V2) one has (v, v') c_ (vl ,  v2). 
Proof (i) Is trivial, because for {i,j} ={1,2} and v~(Vx, V2)\{@ 
one has dG(Vi, V) < dG(Vl, V2). 
(ii) The fact that G(vl, v2 ) is antipodal implies directly (vl ,  v2)_c 
(v, ~). Since dG(vl, v2)=dc(v, ~) and vl, v2e(v,  ~), we can change the 
roles of {Vl, v2} and {v, ~} and get also (v, ~) _ (v~, v2). 
(iii) Assume that v ,v 'e (v l ,v2)  and put ~:=aP<~l,V2>(v ) and 
V 0 := (v 1, v2)=(v ,  ~). Then the fact that the induced subgraph of G 
on Vo is symmetric implies that dG(v, ~)=dG(v, v')+dG(v', ~) and thus 
(v,v')~_Vo. I 
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(ii) Assume E is some finite set, and let/'2 = (V(F2), ~(F2))  denote 
the bipartite graph with V(F2)= ~3(E) and 
~(F2)  := {{A, B} _~ ~3(E) [ #(AAB) = 1}. (3.8b) 
Moreover, for v~{1,2} let G~=(V(Gv),~ff(G,)) denote the graph with 
V(Gv)= {A ~_E] #A-vmod2} and 
~(Gv) := {{A, B} __q V(Gv) I #(AAB)=2}. (3.8c) 
Then the graphs/"2, Ga, and G2 are convex-antipodal. 
For A, B e ~3(E) one has 
(A, B) := (A, B)r2= {C~_EIA c~B~_ C~_A wB}, 
and for C~ (A, B) one has, similarly, as in Example (i) 
ap <A, B>( C) = (A w B)\( C\(A c~ B) ) = AABAC. 
If, moreover, A, Be V(Gv) for one and the same v ~ { 1, 2}, then one has 
(A, B )a= (A, B)r2C~ v(av) 
and 
ap<A,s>~(C)=ap<A,B>r2(C) for Ce(A ,B)a .  
We shall be concerned with the graphs F2, G~, and G 2 in the case of even 
A-matroids (cf. also Example (ii) following Definition 3.1). 
I want to develop a theory in which Maurer's homotopy theory as 
established for ordinary matroids in [ M, Section 5 ] will also hold. To this 
end I introduce one more concept. 
DEFINITION 3.10. Assume that G = (V(G), :,4F(G)) is a graph. 
V' (i) If V'~_ V(G) and :C'~_Jf(G)c~(2),  then the graph G' := 
(V', ~ ' )  is isometric in G, if for all Vx, v2E V' one has dG,(vl, v2)= 
da(vl, v2). 
(ii) A reentrant I path (v o .... , vl) is called isometric in G, if vi=vj 
only for i - jmod l  and the cycle G'=(V' ,dtd')  with V':={v0 ..... vl}, 
~ '  := {{vi, vj} ]j--- i+  1 mod l} is isometric in G. 
(iii) The graph G satisfies the Maurer condition, if for any two 
isometric reentrant paths (Vo ..... vl), (v~ ..... v~) in G of length l/> 5 with 
vi=v'~ for O<~i<<.l-2 one has either v~ 1=vl-1 or da(vl_x, v~_l) = 1. 
"Reent rant"  means  that  v o = v~. 
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Remark. In [DW2, Definition 3] we defined Maurer graphs and 
generalized Maurer's homotopy theorem as proved in l-M, Theorem 5.1] 
to this class of graphs. By the definitions any Maurer graph satisfies the 
Maurer condition, because for a Maurer graph G and any two isometric 
reentrant paths as in Definition 3.10 (iii) one has V)_l =vt_~. But unfor- 
tunately, the class of Maurer graphs as defined in [DW2 ] does not cover 
the important class of even d-matroids, and therefore I modified the class 
of graphs which we want to examine. In [ DW2, Section 8, Satz 3 ] it has 
already been shown that the base graph of an ordinary matroid is a 
Maurer graph, and therefore it satisfies also the Maurer condition. In 
Proposition 5.3 I shall show that the Maurer condition will hold for the 
base graph of any combinatorial (W; P)-geometry and, in particular, for 
any even A-matroid. 
In the sequel assume k ~> 1 and (W; P; U) is a k-regular triple, where 
W= (R)  as above, and let /~= F U denote the graph with vertex set W ~, 
whose connected components are precisely the disctinct graphs F~;  thus 
P has the same vertex set as the (W; P)-graph F but [ W: U] connected 
components. For Wl, w2 ~ W with w~. U= w 2 - U one has, of course, 
Lemma 3.4 implies trivially the following. 
LEMMA 3.11. Assume that the (W; P)-graph F is convex-antipodal. Then 
the connected components of P are also convex-antipodal, nd for w ~ W and 
wl, Wz~W. U with ~ (~11, w--~25~ one has 
ap<~, ~>~(#) =ap<~, ~>~(~). 
Remark. The inverse of Lemma 3.11 is not true as Example (ii) 
following Lemma 3.4 shows in case m ~> 4, m = 0 rood 2, k = m/2. Here F 
is the cycle of length 2m and thus not convex-antipodal, but P consists of 
k cycles of length 4 which are certainly convex-antipodal. Fig. 1 illustrates 
this in the case m = 4. 
With the intent to unify the strong exchange conditions in ordinary 
matroids and in even A-matroids I propose the following. 
DEFINITION 3.12. Assume that A0, ..., AI are vertices in P with 
d~(Ai, A j )= 1 for 0 <. i<j  <<. l, and put Y := {Ao, ..., A,}. 
(i) Let k0 ~ { 0, 1 } denote the unique integer satisfying ko-= k rood 2. 
The set Y is called star-shaped in F, if there exist vertices A~, ..., A~ W p 
with dr(Ai, A'i)= [k/2] = ½. (k -ko)  for 0 <~i<~l and dr(A'i, AS)= ko for 
O<~i<j<~l. 
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(ii) Assume that B ~ W e satisfies d-r(Ao, B)< oo. Then Y is called a 
fundamental neighbourhood of Ao in ( Ao, B)  r relative to F, if ~2 is--with 
respect o inclusion--a maximal star-shaped subset of (Ao, B ) r .  
If the connected components of P are convex-antipodal, then by Lemma 
3.9(ii) a fundamental neighbourhood ofAo in (A0, B ) r  relative to F is also a 
fundamental neighbourhood f A i in (A o, B)  r relative to F for any i e { 0, ..., l}. 
A2 
A0 
FIGURE 2 
A1 
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In case k = 1 any subset Y = {A o, ..., AI} ~ W e with dr(Ai, Aj) = 1 for 
0 ~< i < j  < I is star-shaped in F; one just has to put A'~ := A~ for 0 ~< i ~</. In 
this case we shall also omit the term "relative to F"  by speaking about 
fundamental neighbourhoods, because for k= 1 and A, Be W e with 
dr(A, B) < oo one has (A, B)r-= (A, B)r .  
If k -  0 mod 2, then Definition 3.12 (i) means of course that A'i=A} for 
O <<. i < j <~ l. 
Any subset {Ao, A1} --q W e with dr(Ao, A1) = 1 is of course star-shaped 
in F. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate star-shaped sets {Ao, A1, A2} in the cases 
k=2 and k=3.  
As a last technical preparation we have to consider partitions of the set 
of triangles in the graph _P. Recall that W operates canonically on F as well 
as on _F. 
DEFINITION 3.13. Assume that the connected components of P =/"  r: are 
convex-antipodal, put do := dr, let ~¢~(P) denote the set of edges of/~, and 
7~:={{A1,A2, A3}c_WPIdo(Ai, A j )= l fo r l~<i<j~3},  (3.9a) 
:= {{A1, A2, A3, A4} -~ W "° I do(Ai, A,+I )= 1 for i mod4, 
do(A1,13)  = do(12, 14)  = 2} (3.9b) 
the set of triangles or pure 2 quadrangles in F, respectively. 
(i) A map q: J~ff(P)~ {1 , -1}  is called four-balanced, if for all 
{A1, A2, A3, A4} as in (3.9b) one has 
r/({A1, A2})- q({A2, A3} ) • q({A3, A4} ) • q({A4, A1})= 1. 
2 "Pure" means that the diagonals are not edges. 
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(ii) Assume that 9 = 91 w 92 is a partition of 9 and put 
1 
sign(z~, ~2)({A1, A2, A3} ) := -1  
for {A1,Az, A3}~91 
for {Aa,A2, A3}~92. 
The partition 9 = 91 ~ 92 is called matroidal, if the following three 
axioms hold: 
(D1) There exists some four-balanced map t/: ~Y'(P)~ {1 , -1}  
such that for all {A1, A2, A3} ~ 9 one has 
sign(z1, z2)({ A1, A 2, A3}) = t/({A 1, A2})-r/({A2, A3})-r/({A3, A1} ). 
(D2) If A, BEW e satisfy do(A,B)<oo and if A1,Az, A3~ 
(A, B)  := (A, B ) r  are the vertices of a triangle in 9 and 
.~i:=ap<a,B>(Ai) for 1 ~<i~<3, then one has 
sign(zt, z2~({21,22, 23})= - s ign(z ,  zi)({A1, A2, A3} ). 
(D3) Assume that rER is some involution and {A1, A2, A3} ~ 9. 
If for all i , j  with 1 ~<i<j~<3 one has {Ai, Aj} #{rAe, rAs}, then 
sign(z,, zi)({rA1, rA2, rA3}) = sign(z1, z2~({A1, A2, A3} ). 
If, otherwise, {i,j, h} = {1, 2, 3} and {A~, Aj} = {rAi, rAj}, but rAh#Ah, 
and ro: (A~, As)r\{Ai, As} ~ (Ai, Aj)r\{A~, Aj} denotes the permuta- 
tion given by the restriction of r on (Ai, Aj)r\{Ag, Aj}, then one has 
sign(z~, z2)({rA1, rA2, rA3}) = sign r0. sign(z1, z2~({A1, A2, A3} ). 
Remarks. (i) Whether a partition 9 = 91 ~v 92 is matroidal or not 
does, of course, not depend on the order of 91 and 92. By definition 
one has sign(v~, ~2)({A1, A2, a3}) = -sign(z2. Zl)({Al, A2, A3}) for all 
{At, A2, A3} ~ 9. Thus by exchanging the roles of 91 and ~)2 one may 
replace the map t/in (D1) by the map -r/. 
(ii) Clearly, in the case 9 = ~ the empty partition is matroidal. In 
(D1) we can choose the constant map r/-- 1. 
If # 9 = 1, then the fact that W operates transitively on W e implies 
trivially that [ W: We] = 3, and thus F, as well as _P is the cycle of length 3. 
The partitions 9 = 9 ~ ~ and 9 = ~ <; 9 are, of course, matroidal in 
this case. 
(iii) If (W; P; U) is 1-regular, then any map ro as in (D3) is "the 
unique permutation of the empty set" and satisfies sign r o = 1. 
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We want to specify two further properties in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.14. Assume that the partition 33 = 33 1 ~ 332 is matroidal. 
(i) I f  ( W; P; U) is 1-regular, then for all {A1,A2, A3} e 33 and all 
w e W one has 
sign(~l, 32)({ wA1, wA2, wA3}) = sign(vm, ~2)({AI, A 2, A3} ); 
that is, 331 and 332 are unions of W-orbits under the canonical operation of 
Won 33. 
(ii) I f  W operates transitively on 33, then 33 = 331 ~ 332 and 33 = 
332 ~ 331 are the only matroidal partitions of 33. 
Proof (i) follows immediately from the axiom (D3), together with 
(R)  = W and the above Remark (iii). 
(ii) also follows from (D3) and (R)= W: For an arbitrary 
matroidal partition 33 = 33' ~ 33" of 33 and {A~, A2, A3} e 33 and w e Wthe 
number sign(z,,z°)({WAl,wA2, wA3} ) is uniquely determined by the 
number sign(z, z-)({A1, A2, A3}) and the group element we W. | 
Now we are able to propose the following basic definition. 
DEFINITION 3.15. Suppose that the triple (W; P; U) is k-regular for 
some k~> 1 and assume that the graph F=F v satisfies the Maurer 
condition. Suppose that the connected components of P are convex- 
antipodal and that for any A, Be  W p with dr (A ,B)< oo the map 
ap<A, 8>~: (A, B ) r~ (A, B)~ can be extended to an automorphism ~A,S 
of the induced subgraph of F on the vertex set (A, B ) r .  Let 33 = 331 w 332 
denote a matroidal partition of the set of triangles in P and put 
Q :=(w;  P; u; (~)1, ~)2)). (3.10) 
Assume that ~3 is some non-empty subset of W p contained in some 
connected component of _P. Then M:= (W; P; U; (331,332); ~3)=(Q; ~3) is 
called a combinatorial (W; P)-geometry with ~B as its set of bases, if the 
following strong exchange axiom holds: 
For all A, B e~3 with A C B and any fundamental neigh- 
bourhood Y of A in (A, B)p  relative to F there exists some 
CeJV \{A} with Ce~3 and ap<A,~>r(C)e23. 
Remarks. (i) By Definition 3.8 for any A, Be ~B with A # B the set 
(A ,B)  r is finite, and therefore any Ce(A ,B) r  with dr(A, C)=I  is 
contained in some fundamental neighbourhood ~/( of A in (A ,B) r  
relative to F, and any such JV is certainly finite, too. 
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The existence of the automorphisms aA, ~ for dr(A, B) < ~,  as required, 
implies that for a fundamental neighbourhood {A0 .... , A1} of A=Ao 
in (A ,B) r  relative to F the set {ap<A,~>~(Ao),...,ap<A, 8>r(Al)} is a 
fundamental neighbourhood of B in (A, B ) r  relative to F. Therefore the 
strong exchange axiom is symmetric in A and B. 
A sufficient condition for the existence of the automorphisms ~A, B is, of 
course, that the (W; P)-graph F is convex-antipodal. Then by Lemma 3.11 
one just may put ~A,8(C):=ap<A, 8>r(C) for C~ (A, B)r. If, however, in 
Example (ii) following Lemma 3.4 one puts m =4 and k=2 (see also 
Fig. 1), then the graph r satisfies all the assumptions in Definition 3.15, 
although F is not convex-antipodal. If A, B are two vertices of F with 
dr(A, B)=2, then there exists a unique vertex C of F with (A, B ) r= 
{A,B,C}, and in this case 0~=~A,8: (A ,B) r~(A ,B) r ,  defined by 
~(A) :=B, ~(B) :=A, and ~(C) := C, satisfies what we want. 
(ii) At this point one might probably ask for a connection between 
the Definitions 2.8 and 3.15. Here I want to mention already that there are 
(W, P)-matroids in the sense of [GS1, 2] which do not give rise to com- 
binatorial (W; P)-geometries and vice versa. Examples will be studied in 
the next section. The condition for the graphs F~_-_-_~ to be convex-antipodal 
is a rather strong one, but I have been motivated to demand this condition 
in view of the strong exchange condition in a matroid and in an even 
A-matroid, respectively. But, nevertheless, in the next section we shall also 
discuss several examples for Coxeter groups W= (R)  and P __ R, where a 
set ~3 _ W e satisfies the minimality condition if and only if ~3 gives rise to 
a combinatorial (W; P)-geometry. I shall also use the term "Combinatorial 
(W; P; U)-geometry" if I want to specify the subgroup U. 
If Q is as in (3.10) for some k-regular triple (W; P; U) and some 
matroidal partition 33 = 331 w 332, then we put 
Q* :=(W; P; U; (332,331)). (3.10) 
We have the following trivial, but basic proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.16. If M= (Q; ~3) is a combinatorial (W; P)-geometry, 
then M*=(Q* ;  ~5) is also a combinatorial (W; P)-geometry, and one has 
M** =M. 
DEFINITION 3.17. If M and M* are as in Proposition 3.16, then M* is 
called the dual of M. 
At first sight, the definition of the dual of a combinatorial (W; P)- 
geometry does not seem to cover the classical concept of the dual of a 
matroid. However, as in Example 2.9, we shall see in the next section that 
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for W= W1 and P =/'1 the combinatorial ( WI ; P1 ; W1)-geometries are 
precisely the ordinary matroids and that dualizing in the classical sense 
amounts to change the r61es of ~1 and ~2. 
The real significance of the matroidal partitions will come up in 
forthcoming papers (cf. [W5, W6]), where I want to develop an algebraic 
theory of ( W; P)-matroids with coefficients. 
4. EXAMPLES OF COMBINATORIAL (W; P; U)-GEOMETRIES 
Throughout he rest of this paper, assume that 14/1, P1; W2, P2; Uz are 
as in Examples 2.9, 2.11, and in Eq. (3.7a), respectively, where m, ne N 0 
with 0 ~< m ~< n are fixed and E := { 1, ..., n}. In the sequel, we want to show 
that--apart from the order of the corresponding matroidal partitions--the 
combinatorial (W1; P1; W1)-geometries are nothing but the ordinary 
matroids defined on E and of rank m and that the combinatorial 
(W z; P:; Uz)-geometries are precisely the even A-matroids defined on E. 
Let F1, F2, G1, G2 denote the graphs as defined in the Examples (i), (ii) 
following Lemma 3.9, and let F2 denote the graph whose connected com- 
ponents are G1 and G2. 
The graph/]  may be identified with the (W~;/'1)-graph. 
The graph F2 may be identified with the (W2; Pz)-graph (cf. Eq. (3.2b)), 
and F2 may be interpreted as the graph F2 v~ corresponding to the 2-regular 
triple (Wz; Pz; Uz). The graph 1"1 is of course an isometric subgraph of F2. 
We already know that the graphs El, F2, GI, and G2 are convex- 
antipodal. We still have to verify the strong exchange condition as 
proposed in Definition 3.15 and the Maurer condition as well as to study 
the matroidal partitions of the sets of triangles in the graphs F 1 and ~.  
We begin by showing the following result, which serves to connect he 
strong exchange condition in matroids and in even A-matroids with the 
strong exchange condition in combinatorial (W; P)-geometries. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (i) Assume A o and B are distinct vertices of the graph 
1"1. Then a subset ~ ~ ( Ao, B )  r I is a fundamental neighbourhood of Ao in 
(Ao, B) r l  if and only if there exists some ao ~Ao\B with 
/U= {Ao} u {(Ao\{ao}) u {b} [b~B\Ao} (4.1a) 
or some bo e B\Ao with 
{Ao} {(Ao\{a}) {bo} I a Ao\B}. (4.1b) 
(ii) Let Ao, B denote distinct vertices of the graph F2 with 
#Ao=#Bmod2.  Then a subset ~(Ao ,  B>r 2 is a fundamental 
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neighbourhood of A o in ( Ao, B)  r 2 relative to F2 if and only if there exists 
some c o ~ A o AB such that 
{Ao<co} I a Ao e}. (4.2) 
Proof (i) If {Ao, A1, ..., A1} c (Ao, B)r~ and drl(Ai, Aj) = 1 
0 ~< i < j ~< l, then we have one of the following two possibilities: 
There exists some ao s Ao\B and pairwise distinct bl ..... bts B\Ao 
such that 
A,=(Ao\{ao})u{bi} for l<<.i<~l; 
or  
there exists some bo ~ B\Ao and pairwise distinct al ..... al~Ao\B 
such that 
Ai=(Ao\{ai})u{bo} for l<<.i<~l. 
for 
Thus it is clear that the maximal subsets {Ao, ..., AI} G(Ao,  B)r~ with 
dr~(Ai, A/)= 1 for 0 <.i<j<.l are exactly the subsets JV as in (4.1a) or 
(4.1b). 
(ii) A subset ~ 'G  (A0, B)p  2 with AosJV'  and dr2(A', A")= 1 for 
distinct A', A"E ~ '  is star-shaped in F2 if and only if there exists some 
Co ~ Ao AB such that 
Y'-= I d A0 
which trivially implies the assertion. | 
Remarks. (i) If A0, B are as in Proposition 4.1(i) and drl(Ao, B) = 1, 
then one has not to distinguish between (4.1a.) and (4.lb.). In this case 
{Ao, B} is the only fundamental neighbourhood of A o in (A0, B)r~= 
{A0, B}. If, however, dr~(Ao, B)~>2, then any A/" as in (4.1a) is different 
from any JV as in (4.1b). 
(ii) If n>~4 and in Proposition4.1(ii) one puts Ao=~ and 
B= {1, 2 ..... 2l} for some/with 2~l<<.n/2, then the set JV' := {~,  {1, 2}, 
{1, 3}, {2, 3}} is a maximal subset of (A o, B)r2 with dr2(A', A")= 1 for 
all distinct A', A" ~ X ' ,  but X '  is not star-shaped in F 2. In fact, it was this 
peculiarity which motivated Definition 3.120). 
We already know by [DW2, Section 8, Satz 3] that F1 satisfies the 
Maurer condition. We want to show that ~ fulfills this condition, too. To 
this end we begin by proving the following result which will also be of 
interest in several considerations later on. 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. Assume that G = (V(G), ~,~(G)) is a graph. 
(i) I f  G satisfies the Maurer condition and H is an isometric subgraph 
in G, then H satisfies the Maurer condition, too. 
(ii) Suppose the connected components ofG are convex-antipodaL Then G 
satisfies the Maurer condition, if for every odd l ~> 5 and any two isometric reen- 
trant paths ( Vo, ..., v t), ( V'o, ..., v~ ) in G of length l with vi = vl for 0 <<, i <~ l -  2 one 
has either v~_ 1 = vl 1 or da(vt_ 1, v~-l)= 1. In particular, every convex-anti- 
podal graph in which every cycle has an even length satisfies the Maurer condition. 
Proof (i) Assume Z=(v  o .... , vt) and Z'=(V'o ..... v}) are isometric 
reentrant paths in H of length l ~> 5 and v i = v~ for 0 ~< i ~< l -  2. Since H is 
isometric in G, the paths Z and Z '  are isometric in G, too. This implies 
either V~_l =vt_ l  or d~(vt_l,  v'l_1)=d~(Vt_l, V~_l)= 1. 
(ii) Suppose Z= (vo ..... vl) and Z'= (V'o, ..., v;) are isometric reen- 
trant paths in G of length I~> 6 with l -0  mod 2 and vi = v; for 0 ~< i ~< l -2 .  
Put h := l/2. Then one has dc(vo, Vh) = h and thus 
{Vo, ..., V,_l, v~_l} -=(Vo, v,,):= (Vo, vh)~. 
Since the connected components of G are convex-antipodal and 
do(vh_l, vt_l)=dG(Vh_l, v}_l)=h, one gets 
v l _  1 = ap  < vo, vh> ( vh_  1) = v~_ l ,  
which proves the claim. | 
Now we are able to prove the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The graph ~ satisfies the Maurer condition. 
Proof Assume that l~> 5 and (A0, ..., At), (A;, ..., A~) are isometric reen- 
trant paths in F2 with Ai = A~ for 0 ~< i ~< l - 2. We must prove that A t_ 1 = A} 1 
or # (A t_ 1AA}_ 1) = 2. By Proposit ion 4.2(ii) it suffices to consider the case 
l -1  rood2.  Since, furthermore, the map a:~3(E)-->~3(E), given by 
o-(A) := AAAo, is an automorphism of F2, we may assume that A0 = ~.  Put 
h := ½. ( I -  1). Then one has #A h =2h,  and there exist c, d, c', d'  e E with 
A t 1 = {c, d}, A~_I = {c', d'}. 
All one must show is that At_ l  c~A}_1¢ Z .  Otherwise, we would have 
At_z = {c, d, c', d'}, because I~>5 implies that #At_z=4.  But in view of 
h-  1 =d~2(Ah, Al_z)<d~.2(Ah, Al_l)-=h, 
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this means that A}_ 1 = A~-2\A1-1 ~ Ah and, thus, 
dr2(A~_ 1, Ah)= 1. # (&\A~- I /=h-1 ,  
which is impossible, because the path (A~, ..., A~) is isometric in F2. I 
Remark. Propositions 4.3 and 4.2(i) recover, of course, that F1 satisfies 
the Maurer condition, too--a fact which was already mentioned above and 
proved in [ DW2, Section 8, Satz 3 ]. 
We still have to study the matroidal partitions of the sets of triangles in 
the graphs Fx and Fa. Since some facts about the triangles in F~ can be 
deduced from the corresponding results concerning ~,  we begin to study 
the triangles in F2. Put 
7~o:={{A1, A2, A3}~-~3(E)[d~2(Ai, j )=l  for l<~i<j<<.3}. (4.3) 
First we show the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. A subset {A1, A2, A3} ~ ~[~(E) lies in 7~ 0 if and only if there 
exist A e ~3(E) and pairwise distinct al, a2, a3E E with Ai=AA{ai} for 
1 <. i<. 3. In this case the set A and the elements al, a2, a3 are uniquely deter- 
mined by A1, A 2, A 3 . 
Proof It is clear that { AA { al }, AA { a2}, AA { a3} } e ~bo for A e ~3( E) 
and pairwise distinct al, a2, a3 e E. 
Now assume that, vice versa, {A1, A2, A3} ~o.  Then there exist 
a, b, c, dee  with aCb and cCd such that A2=A1A{a,b} and 
A3=A1A{c,d}. Since, moreover, #({a, b} A{c, d})= #(A2AA3)=2, 
one has #({a,b}c~{c,d})=l ,  say, a=c and a¢bCd¢a.  Thus for 
A :=AIA{a} we obtain 
AI=AA{a},  A2=AA{b}, A 3=AA{d}. 
If also A 1 =A'A{a'}, A2=A'A{b'}, A3=A'A{d t} for some A'e~(E)and  
pairwise distinct a', b', d'~ E, then one has 
AAA'= {a} A{a'} = {b} A{b'} = {d} A{d'}. 
Since a, b, d are pairwise distinct, this is possible only for a = a', b = b', 
d=d', A=A' .  I 
Now put 
~1 := { {AA{al}, AA{a2}, AA{a3} I A~E,  l <~al <a2 <a3 <~n, a2(~A}, 
(4.3a) 
~2 := { {AA{aI}, AA{a2}, AA{a3} I A ~ E, 1 <~ al < a2 < a3 ~ n, a2 ~ A}. 
(4.3b) 
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By Lemma 4.4 it is trivial that ~)o = ~ ~ ~2- Define the map r/2: xC(~) 
{1, -1} by 
t lz({AA{a},AA{b}}):=(-1) #{~Ala<~<b} for A~_E, l<~a<b<~n. 
(4.4) 
t/2 is well defined, because arab and AA{a} =A'A{a'}, AA{b} =A'A{b'} 
implies that either A =A', a=a', b=b' or A' =AA{a} A{b}, a=b', b=a' 
and, thus, in any case 
#{ieA la<i<b} = #{ieA '  la<i<b}. 
Now we are able to prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. With the identification of We 2 with ~(E) via the bijec- 
tion X" as described in Example 2.11, the partition 7~ o = 7~ 1 ~ 7~ 2 is 
matroidal, and this partition is--apart fi'om the order--the only matroidal 
partition of ~o. Moreover, the map 112 defined in (4.4) satisfies axiom (D1) 
in Definition 3.13 for (91, 92) = (~1, 7~2). 
Proof First note that the bijection X" induces in the obvious way a 
group operation of W2 on ~(E); that is, 
w(A)=w(Avo(E\A)*)c~E for w6W2, A~_E. 
We begin to show that there exists--apart from the order--at most one 
matroidal partition of ~o. By Lemma 3.14(ii) it suffices to prove that W2 
operates transitively on ~o- If al,  a2, a3, 61, b2, 63 ~ E satisfy ai ~ aj and 
bi¢bj for l~<i<j~<3, then choose some we W2 with w(~5)=~5 and 
w(a,) = bg for 1 ~< i ~< 3. Then one has 
{W(~), w({al, a2}), w({al, a3})} = {~, {61, 62} , {61, 63} } . 
Since, moreover, for every A ___ E there exists some w c W2 with w(A) = (25, 
it follows that 90 contains only one Wz-orbit. 
We still have to prove that the partition ~0 = ~1 ~ ~2 is matroidal. 
Verification of (D1). The map ~/2 is four-balanced, because for a pure 
quadrangle {A1, A2, A3, A4} in -r2 with {Ai, Ai+l} E J~ff(/~2) for imod 4 
there exist pairwise distinct as, a2, a3, a4 s E with a I < a2; a 3 < a 4 and 
A2=AiA{al, a2}, A3=A1A{a~, a 2, a 3, a4}, A4=A1A{a3, a4}, 
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which implies that 
(~2({A 1, A2})'/~2({A3, A4}))" (r/2({A2, A3})'q2({A4, A1})) 
( -- 1) #{i~Al  l al < i<a2} -- # ( i~A3 I al < i<a2} 
x ( - 1)  #{ieA2 [a3<i<a4} -- # {/~A4 [a3<i<a4} 
( - 1 ) # {~ {~3, a4} lal "< a <~a2} ' ( - -  1 ) # {" ~ {~'  ~2} t a~ <-  <~,} 
1. 
Moreover, for {AA{al}, AA{a2}, AA{a3}} ~0 and a 1 <a2<a3 one gets 
rl2({AA{al}, AA{a2} ).I72({AA{a2}, AA{a3} ).qz( {AA{a3}, AA{al} }) 
= ( - 1) #{i~A I al < i<a2} + #{ ieA  I a2<i<ct3} + #{ieA  I al < i<a3} 
={ 1 i f a2¢A 
- if a2eA. 
Verification of (D2). Assume that B, C_  E with # (BAC) =- 0 rood 2, 
and suppose that {AA{al}, AA{a2}, AA{a3}}S7~o with al<a2<a3 
and AA{ai}s(B, C) :=(B,  C)r  2 for 1~<i~<3. Then one has Bc~Cc_ 
AA{ai} ~Bw C for 1~<i~<3 and, thus, Bc~ Cc_A ~_Bu C and aieBAC 
for 1 ~ i ~< 3. Therefore with A' := (B w C)\(Ak(B c~ C)) = BACAA, one gets 
ap(B, c)(AM{ai} ) = (B kA C)\((AA{ai} )\(B c5 C)) 
=A'A{ai} for 1~<i~<3, 
and one has a2 e A if and only if a 2 • A', which means that 
sign(a1, ~2)({AA{al}, AA{a2}, AA{a3} ) 
= -sign(~l. ~2)({A'A {al}, A'A{a2}, A'A{a3} ). 
Verification of (D3). We have to interpret he reflections of the set 
R2=R in Example2.11 via the bijection X" as the involutions 
rl, ..., rn: ~(E) ~ ~3(E), where rv is induced by the transposition (v v+ 1) 
for 1 ~< v ~< n - 1; that is, 
rvB := rv(B) := {BA{v, v+ 1} if #(Bc~{v,v+l})=l  
otherwise, 
and rnB:=r,(B):=BA{n} for B~E. 
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Now assume that {AA{al}, AA{a2}, AA{a3}  ~o  with al <a2 <a3, 
and put A~ :=AA{ai} for 1 ~< i<~ 3. We have to compare the numbers 
sign(~, ~2)({A1, A2, A3}) and sign(.%, ~2)({rvA1,  r~A2, r~A3}) 
for l <<. v~n. 
First, we look at r~. For 1~<i<j~<3 we have trivially {A, A j}¢ 
{r,A~, r, Aj}, because #(A~AAj)=2, but #(r~A~AA~)= 1. Thus we must 
show that 
sign(~l, e2)({A1, Az, A3}) = sign(~l, ~2)({AIA{n}, A2A{n}, A3A{n}}). 
But since a2 < a3 implies that a2 v ~ n, this is an immediate consequence of
the fact that one has a 2 e A if and only if a2 e AA{n}. 
Now we consider ~ for 1 ~< v ~< n-  1. If {v, v + 1} g {a l, a2, a3}, then 
we have r~(al) < r~(a2) < rv(a3) and thus 
sign(~l, ~2)({r~A1, rvA2, r~A3} )
= sign(~l, r52)({rvAA{rv(a1)}, r~AA{rv(a2)}, rvAA{r~(a3)}}) 
= sign(~l, r~2)({AA{al}, AA{a:}, AA{a3}}), 
because rv(a2) e r~A if and only if a2 ~ A. 
Therefore, in this case we still have to examine the event that {A~, A j} = 
r~Ai, r~Aj} and r~Ah:/=Ah for {i,j, h} ={1, 2, 3}. Now {v, v+l}  g; 
al, a2, a3} implies r~(ai)=ai or rv(aj)=a j, say, r~(ai)=a r Moreover, 
Ag, Aj} = {r~A~, rvAj} can hold only if r~A~=A,, and thus we must also 
have 
r~A = rvAiA { r~(a~)} =AiA { a~} = A. 
Since (A,, Aj)r2\{Ai, Aj} = {A, AA{ai, aj}}, this implies that the per- 
mutation ro: {A, AA{ai, aj}} ~ {A, AA{a~, aj} }, given by restricting rv, is 
the identity as claimed. 
It remains to consider the case {v, v+ 1} _c{al, a2, a3}. Assume that 
a l=v , a2=v+l ,  and a3>v+l ;  the case al<v, a2=v, a3=vq-1 runs 
completely analogous. If { v, v + 1 } _c A or A c~ { v, v + 1 } -- ;ZS, then one 
has {rvA1, rvA2, rvA3} = {A2, A1, A3}, and there is nothing to prove. 
Thus assume that #(A c~ {v, v+ 1})= 1. This implies that rvAl=A1, 
rvA 2 = A 2, rvA 3 -Tk A 3 , and r ,A = AA { v, v+ 1}. Therefore the permutation 
ro: {A, AA{v, v+ 1}} ~ {A, AA{v, v+ 1}} induced by the restriction ofr~ 
is odd. Thus, we must prove that 
sign(~, :~2)({A1, A2, /3})  = --sign(~l, ~2)({rvA1, rvA2, rvA3} ). 
582a/71/1-4 
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This follows from 
{rvA1, rvA2, rvA3} = {rvAA{v+ 1}, r~AA{v}, rvAA{a3} 
and #(A~{v,v+l ) )= l ,  which implies that v+l~A if and only if 
v+lCrvA. [ 
Remark. One possibly might ask for a better understandable argument 
why there exists--apart from the order--only one matroidal partition of 
~30, although there are n! total orderings on the set E. The reason is the 
P2 ' close connection of ~3(E) to W 2 v.la the bijection X". By looking at another 
total ordering on E one must in general choose another bijection from W~ '2 
onto ~(E)  in order to verify the axiom (D3). As the proof shows, it is quite 
essential that the involution rn builds the symmetric difference with one of 
the two extremal numbers in E and that any r v with 1 ~< v ~< n - 1 exchanges 
two numbers of difference 1. 
Now we want to look at the triangles in/"1. Put 
9ol:={{AU{al},Au{a2},A~{as}}, A~(mE ) a idE \A1  ' 
and aiCa/ for i # j t ,  (4.5a) 
{, 9o, 2:= A\{al},A\{a2},A\{a3}} A~ m+l  'ai~A 
and ai=/=a] for i:/=j}. (4.5b) 
Clearly, we have 9o = 90, 1 ~ 9o, 2. 
Furthermore, with the notations as in (4.3), (4.3a), and (4.3b) we have 
the following trivial but very useful lemma. 
LEMMA 4.6. One has 
90={{A1, A2, A3} c-(E) {A1, A2, A3}E~)o}, 
90, 1 = ~)1 n 90, 
~)0, 2 : ~)2 (') ~)0" 
Now we prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. 
tion X as described 
(4.6) 
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
With the identification of W pl with (~) via the bijec- 
in Example 2.9 the partition 9o = 9o, 1 ~ 9o, 2 is 
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matroidaI, and this partition is--apart from the order--the only matroidal 
partition of :Do. Moreover, the map .11: X(F~)-+ {1,-1},  given by 
*11({Do {e}, Dw {f}}) := ( -1 )  ¢~{a~Dle<d<f} 
for D o { e, f} ~ E with 
#(Do {e, f} )= #D+2 
=m+ l; e<f  (4.7) 
which one gets by restricting the map '12 as defined in (4.4), satisfies axiom 
(D1) in Definition 3.13 for (:D1, :D2) = (:Do, 1, :Do, 2)- 
Proof Now we begin to show that the partition :Do = :Do, 1 w :Do, 2 is 
matroidal. The axioms (D1) and (D2) follow immediately from Proposi- 
tion 4.5, Lemma 4.6, and the fact that the graph F1 is an isometric sub- 
graph of F2. In particular, the map '11 satisfies what we want. It remains to 
verify axiom (D3). 
By (4.5a) and (4.5b) it is trivial that for all we W~=S, and all 
{A1, A2, A3} e :D0 one has 
sign(~0,~, z0.2)({wA1, wA2, wA3}) = sign~0.~, z0.2)({A1, A2, A3} ), 
and this, together with the Remark (iii) following Definition 3.13, proves 
the claim. 
We still have to show that :Do=:D0,1 w :Do,2 is--apart from the 
order--the only matroidal partition of :Do. Since :Do, 1 and :Do,2 are 
W~-orbits in ~30, Lemma 3.14(i) implies that there exists--apart from the 
order--at most one other matroidal partition of :Do, namely :D0 = :Do w ~.  
But in case me{0,  1, n -1 ,  n}, one has :Do. i=Z for at least one 
i~ {1, 2}, and thus in this case there is nothing else to prove. Therefore 
assume 2 ~< m ~< n - 2. Put 
Aa:={1, . . . ,m- l ,m},  A2 :={1, . . . ,m- l ,m+l} ,  
A3 := {1,..., m- l ,  m+2},  
B I :={1 ..... m--2, m+l ,m+2},  B2:= {1 .... ,m--2, m,m+2}, 
B3:={1,...,m--2, m, m+l} .  
Then one has Bi=aP(A~ Ba)r~(Ai) for 1 ~< i~< 3, and thus axiom (D2) shows 
that the partition :Do = ~o ~ ~ cannot be matroidal. | 
Now the Propositions 4.1, 4.3, 4.5, and 4.7, together with the strong 
exchange conditions in matroids and in even A-matroids (cf. Proposi- 
tion 2.4), imply with the above notations the following result. 
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THEOREM 4.8. (i) The ordinary matroids defined on E and of rank m 
are in a canonical one-to-one correspondence to the combinatorial 
(Wa; P1; W1)-geometries (W1;/°1; W1; (9o, a, 90,2); ~), where only ~ is 
varying and any combinatorial ( W1 ; P1 ; W1)-geometry or its dual is of this 
type. 
(ii) The even A-matroids defined on E are in a canonical one-to-one 
correspondence to the combinatorial (W2; P2; U3)-geometries (W z; P2; Us; 
(~1, ~2); ~3), where only ~ is varying, and any combinatorial 
(W2; Pz; U3)-geometry or its dual is of  this type. 
Now we are also able to see that Definition 3.17 covers the classical 
concept of the dual of a matroid. 
If in Example 2.9 one identifies any coset w. (P1) with E\w(Im), instead 
of w(I,~), then the bases of a matroid defined on E and of rank m are trans- 
formed to the bases of its dual matroid of rank n -  m. If one replaces m by 
n -m,  then the sets 90, 1 and 90.2, defined in (4.5a) and (4.5b), convert o 
sets 9~, 1 and 9"o, 2,  respectively, but for {i,j} = {1, 2} one gets 9"o, i from 
9o,j by building the complements of the m-subsets of E. If one interprets 
the combinatorial ( W1 ; P1; W1)-geometries ( W~; P1 ; W~; (9o, 2, 90, 1); ~3) 
as the matroids defined on E and of rank n -m,  then Theorem 4.8(i) may 
also be reformulated to say that the combinatorial ( W~ ; P1 ; W~)-geometries 
are in a canonical one-to-one correspondence to the ordinary matroids 
defined on E and of rank m or n -  m (where in case n = 2m one has to 
consider also a disjoint copy of the matroids of rank m). This reflects 
the matter of fact that the map o~:RI~R1, defined by e((i i+1) ) := 
(n -  i n -  i + 1) induces an automorphism of the Coxeter group W~ = Sn. 
From a combinatorial point of view one could simply identify any com- 
binatorial (W; P)-geometry with its dual; however, as was already 
mentioned at the end of Section 3, the matroidal partitions--with their 
order--will play an essential r61e in the algebraic framework of (W; P)- 
matroids with coefficients as it will be developed in further papers. 
Dualization of an even A-matroid (E, ~) amounts to treating the 
A-matroid (E, ~AE), because for a triangle {AA{al}, AA{a2.}, AA{a3}} in 
F2 with al < a2 < a3 and A' := E\A  one has a 2 ~ A if and only if a 2 ¢ A t. 
The reader might probably ask whether greedoids may be interpreted as 
certain combinatorial ( W; P)-geometries, too. If 0 < m ~< n and W= W~ = 
S ,=({( i  i+ l ) [ l~ i<~n-1})  as above, but P={( i  i+l)[m<~i<~ 
n-1} ,  then by [GS1, Theorem 2] the (W, P)-matroids are in a canonical 
one-to-one correspondence to certain greedoids of rank m with an alphabet 
consisting of n letters. If n = m = 3, then W is the Dieder group of order 6, 
and one has P - -~.  Therefore, the (W; P)-graph is a cycle of length 6 
and thus not convex-antipodal. This means that the (W, P)-matroids 
which give rise to greedoids do in general not define combinatorial 
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(W; P)-geometries. However, from the point of view of representation 
theory of combinatorial geometries, matroids and A-matroids are more 
important han greedoids. 
In the rest of this section, we are going to study the rather simple, but 
nevertheless not quite uninteresting example of combinatorial (W; P; W)- 
geometries, where W=(R)  is an abelian Coxeter group, that is, an 
I:2-vector space with a distinguished base. To this end, we show first the 
following more general emma. 
LEMMA 4.9. Assume that (IV; P; U; (91, 92); 23) is a combinatorial 
(W; P)-geometry for some k-regular triple (IV; P; U) with 91 = 92=~;  
that is, the graph P= F U does not contain any triangle. Then the j'ollowing 
conditions hold: 
(i) For any two distinct vertices A, B off" with dr(A, B) < oo and any 
Cc(A ,B) :=(A ,B) r  with dr(A, C) = I the set dU : = { A, C} is a 
fundamental neighbourhood of A in ( A, B) r relative to F. 
(ii) For A, B ~ 23 one has ( A, B) ~_23; that is, the set 23 of bases is 
a convex subset of the metric space (V', dr), where V' denotes the vertex set 
of the connected component of F which contains 23. 
Proof. (i) This is clear, because by Definition 3.12 any fundamental 
neighbourhood with at least three elements would contain a triangle in _P, 
and for dr(A, C)= 1 the set {A, C} is, of course, star-shaped in the 
(W; P)-graph F. 
(ii) We show by induction on l=  dr(A, B) that for A, B e 23 one has 
(A, B)__c 23. The cases l=0 and I= 1 are trivial. Now assume that l~>2 
and C~(A,  B) \{A,  B}. We must show that C~23. Choose some path 
(A o .... , A~) in (A, B)  with Ao = A, A~ = B and Ai = C for a suitable i with 
1 ~< i~< l -1 .  By (i) the set {A, A1} is a fundamental neighbourhood of A 
in (A, B ) r  relative to F and, therefore, by the definition of a com- 
binatorial ( W; P)-geometry one has A 1 e 23. Now the induction hypothesis 
applied to A~ and B shows that Aj E 23 for every j with 1 ~< j ~< l -  1. This 
means in particular that C ~ 23. | 
Now assume that W = (R)  is an abelian Coxeter group. Then the concepts 
which have been introduced to define a (W, P)-matroid (cf. Definition 2.8) 
take a simpler form than in the case of arbitrary Coxeter groups. 
For any w e Wlet R(w) denote the uniquely determined subset of R with 
w= [ I  r. (4.8) 
r e R(w) 
If P _~ R, then for any w ~ W there exists a uniquely determined w' ~ (R \P )  
with w- W~ = w'- W., and one has w'~< w, where "~<" denotes the Bruhat 
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partial order. For arbitrary wl, w2EW one  has WI~W 2 if and only if 
R(w1)~R(w2). It follows that a subset L_  W e satisfies the minimality 
condition if and only if for every w E (RkP)  there exists some w'E (R \P )  
with w' .WeEL and R(w.w')c_R(w.w") for all w"~(RkP)  with 
w". We~L. 
Let /~ denote the (W; P)-graph. It is obvious that /" is convex-anti- 
podal; for wl, w2~ W and w. We~ (wS, w-22) :=(wl -We,  w2. We)r one 
has ap<~,~>(w. We)=Wl.W2.W. We. Moreover, for Wo, Wl, w2~ W one 
has Wl.Wz. Wo. We~(wl .w  o. We, Wz. Wo. We)r if and only if Wo. Wee 
(Wl' Wo. We, w2. wo. We) r if and only if ( R(wl) c~ R(Wz) \P =- (~. 
In the ( W; P)-graph/" the length of any reentrant path is trivially even, 
and thus /" does not contain any triangle. In particular, the partition 
= ~ ~ ~ is matroidal (cf. Remark (ii) following Definition 3.13). 
Now we are able to prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Assume that W= (R)  is an abelian Coxeter group, 
Pc_ R, and ~ ~_ W e. Then the following four conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The triple (W, P, ~3) is a (W, P)-matroid in the sense of 
Definition 2.8. 
(ii) The tuple (W; P; W; (25, ~) ;  ~3) is a combinatorial (W; e)- 
geometry. 
(iii) ~ is a non-empty convex subset of W P. 
(iv) There exists some woe W and some parabolic subgroup 
W' = ( P' ) of W with P c p' c R and 
W'= {wE W I W.Wo. WeEfS}. (4.9) 
Proof First of all note that any of the four conditions implies ~3 ¢ ~.  
Now we show that 
(ii) ~ (iii) and (i) ~ (iii) =*- (iv) ~ (i). 
(ii) ~ (iii) follows directly from Lemma 4.9(ii). 
(iii) ~ (ii) As already remarked above, the ( W; P)-graph F is convex- 
antipodal. Now Proposition 4.2(ii) implies that F satisfies the Maurer 
condition. Moreover, for a non-empty convex subset ~B of W e the strong 
exchange axiom as proposed in Definition 3.15 is trivially fulfilled. 
( i )~( i i i )  Assume that W 1 • We, w 2 • WpE~ and Wo. WeE(W1. We, 
w2" We)r, where wl, w2, WoE ( RkP). We must show that wo. WeE fS. By 
(i) there exists some W'oE(R\P) with W'o. WeE~3 and R(wo.W'o) C_ 
R(wo. w) for all wE (R \P )  with w. WeE ~3. This means in particular that 
R(Wo. w'o) =- R(Wo. Wl) ~ R(Wo. w2). 
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But Wo" Wee ( wl " We, w2 . We) r implies that R(wo. wl) n R(wo. w2)= 2/ 
and thus Wo' = w0 as claimed. 
(iii) ~ (iv) Choose some fixed w o • We e 23 with Woe (R \P ) ,  assume 
the subset W'=_ Wis given by (4.9), put P' :={reR] r .  Wo. Wee23} and 
W" := (P ' ) .  Clearly, one has P ~_ P'. It remains to prove that W' = W". It 
is trivial that P' ~_ W' and 1 ~ W'. Now we show that for w~, w2 E W' one 
has w~.w2 e W'. We may of course assume that w~, w2 e (R \P ) .  Put 
W~:= 1-I r ,  W": :  H r. 
r e R(w l  )\R(w2) r e R(w2) \R(w I ) 
One has w' .w 0 • We ~ (Wo. We, w~.wo. Wp)r  and thus w'.w 0 • We e 23 by 
(iii). Similarly, one gets w".Wo. Wee 23. Since R(w') c~ R(w") = ~,  one has 
also that wl .w2.wo.  We=w' .w" .Wo .Wee(w' .wo .We,  w".wo. Wp)r,  
and a further application of (iii) yields wl .w2.wo.  Wp~23, that is, 
w~ • w2 e W'. Now it is shown that W' is a subgroup of W with W" _ W'. 
If, moreover, P" __ R\P '  is non-empty and finite and w := Fir + e', r lies in 
W', then any rEP" satisfies r.wo. Wee(Wo.  We, W.Wo. Wp)r  and thus 
r. w 0 • Wee 23 by (iii). But in view of P' r iP "= ~ this contradicts the 
definition of P', and thus we have W' = (P ' )  = W". 
(iv) ~ (i) Assume Woe W and W'= (P ' )  are as in (iv). Without loss 
of generality we may suppose that Woe(R\P~.  Consider the canonical 
projection re: W-~ W' given by 
\ ~R ' r~g '~e"  
Then for any w e (R \P )  and any w'e (P ' \P )  one has 
R((w. Wo) . (re(w). Wo) ~_ R((w. Wo). (w' . Wo)); 
that is, 23 satisfies the minimality condition. | 
Remarks. (i) The last proof can certainly be simplified if R\P  is finite. 
In particular, in this case the equivalence of (iii) and (iv) is a well-known 
fact about finite-dimensional ~Z2-vector spaces. 
(ii) The equivalence of (i) and (ii) fails for arbitrary k-regular triples 
(W; P; U), even if W is abelian. For example, consider the abelian Coxeter 
group W= (r l  r2) ~ ~2. , 2, put P :=~ and U:= {1, r 1.r2}. Then by the 
definitions it is trivial that the triple (W; P; U) is 2-regular and that 
the tuple (V~ P; U; (~,  ~) ;  W\U) is a combinatorial (W; P)-geometry. 
The corresponding base graph is just one of the two connected components 
of the graph /~=F U. However, W\U={r l ,  rE} does not satisfy the 
minimality condition, because one has neither rl ~< r2 nor r 2 ~< r~. 
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5. MAURER'S HOMOTOPY THEORY FOR COMBINATORIAL (W, P)-GEOMETRIES 
Throughout his section assume that M=(W;  P; U; (~31, T52); ~3) is a 
combinatorial (W; P)-geometry for some k-regular triple (W; P; U). By 
Definition 3.15 this means in particular that the graph P = F v satisfies the 
Maurer condition, that the connected components F w. v of F as defined in 
Definition3.3 are convex-antipodal, and that the non-empty subset 
~ W e is contained in the vertex set w. U of some F~.-vv for a suitable 
w e W. In this section, we want to examine the reentrant paths in the base 
graph of M, which will now be defined. 
DEFINITION 5.1. The base graph FM = F~ of M is the induced subgraph 
F~,  ~ of F (or of F w. v) on the set ~B of vertices, where w ~ W satisfies 
~3c_w. U. 
Remark. Example (i) following Definition 3.1 shows that Definition 5.1 
recovers Definition 2.13. 
The following first result concerning the base graph F~3 will turn out to 
be a simple consequence of the strong exchange axiom for combinatorial 
( W; P)-geometries. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. The base graph F~ is an isometric subgraph of the con- 
nected graph F~. ~, where w ~ W satisfies ~ c w . U. In particular, F~ is also 
connected. 
Proof We already know by Lemma 3.4 that the graph F'  := Fmv  is 
connected. Now assume that A, B~3.  We prove by induction on 
l:=dr,(A, B) that dr,(A, B)=dr~(A, B). The cases l=0 and l=  1 are 
trivial. Now assume dr,(A, B) = I>t 2. Choose some fundamental 
neighbourhood m r of A in (A, B)r ,  relative to F (cf. Remark (i) following 
Definition 3.15). Then the strong exchange axiom implies that there exists 
some CsY\{A} with C~3,  and one has dr,(A, C)= 1 and dr,(C, B)= 
l -  1. Thus by the induction hypothesis one gets 
dr~(A , B) <<, dr~(A, C) + dr,(C, B) = dr,(A, C) + dr,(C, B) = I. 
Since trivially l - -dr,(A, B)<~ dr,(A, B), the assertion follows. | 
Remark. Actually, we did not need the strong exchange condition as 
stated in Definition 3.15, but only the existence of some C~ (A, B) r, c~ 
with dr,(A, C) = 1. 
Convention. For simplicity the metric dr, :  ~3 × ~3 ~ N 0 is from now on 
denoted by d~. Thus for A, B 6 ~ one has 
d~(A, B)= dr~(A, B)= dr(A, B). 
Propositions 4.2(i) and 5.2 imply trivially the following basic proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 5.3. The base graph E~3 satisfies the Maurer condition. 
For a graph G with V:= V(G) as its set of vertices and Yf :=S(G)  its 
set of edges put 
v%= {(u, ~)~ v21 {., ~} ~x},  (5.1) 
Co(G) := ~[ v], (5.2) 
CI(G ) := PT[ V(2)]/<{(u, u) ~- (v, ~) I {", u} E Jg"} >; (5.3) 
thus Co(G) is the free abelian group generated by the vertices v e V, while 
CI(G ) is the quotient of the free abelian group generated by the elements 
(u, v)~ V (2) modulo the subgroup generated by all (u, v)+(v, u) for 
{u, v} ~.off. For (u, v)~ V (2) let (u, v) denote the corresponding coset in 
CI(G). Then one has 
C I (G)= (ui, vi) [/~>0, {ui, v~} cow for 1 <~i<<.l ~-gf~, (5.3a) 
i 1 
where for a set S the set Z~ s consists of all maps f: S~2 with 
#f - l (Z \{0})< ~.  Moreover, we have a well-defined homomorphism 
9: CI(G) ~ Co(G) given by 
Finally, put 
:± ) '  , 
ki=l (bli' Vi) := E Vi-- E bli" (5.4) 
i=1 i=1 
HI(G ) := Ker 9, 
Ho(G) := Coker & 
Then the following sequence of abelian groups is exact: 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
0~HI (G)~CI (G  ) a) Co(G ) ~ No(G ) ~0.  
The group Ho(G ) is canonically isomorphic to Z~,  where (g denotes the 
set of connected components of G. In particular, one has Ho(G) - Z if and 
only if G is connected. 
For a reentrant path Z = (Vo .... , vl) in G of length I put 
CZ[= E (Vi--I' Vi)' (5.7) 
i rood 1 
Then one has Cz ~ HI(G). 
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DEFINITION 5.4. A reentrant path Z in G of length l is called irreducible 
if Cz 6 ( { Cz, [ Z' is a reentrant path in G of length l' for some l' < l} ). 
Now we have the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 5.5 (cf. also [DW2, Section 8, Satz 1]). 
(i) Every reentrant irreducible path in G is isometric in G. 
(ii) The group HI(G ) satisfies 
Hi(G) = ( {Cz I Z is a reentrant irreducible path in G} ). 
Proof (i) Assume that Z0= (Vo ..... vl) is a reentrant path in G of 
length l, which is not isometric in G. Then one has l >~ 4, and by symmetry 
we may assume that there exists some v with 2<~v<~l-2 and 
#:=dG(vo, Vv)<min{v, l -v}.  (It may be that /~=0; that is, v~=vo.) 
Choose some elements w 0, . . . ,w~sV with w 0=vo, ws,=vv, and 
{we_l, we} sou  for 1 ~<i~</~. Put 
Z 1 :=(Vo,...,Vv, W u_ l , . . . ,  Wo) , Z2  :=(w 0 . . . .  ,w/~, vv+ 1 . . . .  ,Vl). 
Then one has Czo = Cz~ + Cz2, which means that Z0 is not irreducible. 
(ii) The group HI(G ) is generated by all sums Zli=l (re_l, vi), for 
which I>~2, Vo ..... vls V, {re_l, vi} soU for 1 <<,i<~l, and Vo=Vl. Thus we 
have to show that for every reentrant path Zo= (v0, ..., vl) in G of length 
l i> 2 the element Czo is a linear combination of certain Cz, where each Z 
is irreducible. But this is easily seen by induction on l: 
In case l=2 one has ezo = (Vo, v l )+ (v~, Vo)= 0, and there is nothing to 
prove. 
Now assume that l~> 3. If Z o is itself irreducible, then the claim is 
obvious. But otherwise the assertion follows trivially from Definition 5.4 
and the induction hypothesis. | 
Now we want to study the group HI(F~s) for the base graph F~ of the 
combinatorial (W; P)-geometry M more thoroughly. First, I propose the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 5.6. An isometric reentrant path (Ao, Am, A2, A3, Ao) in 
F~ of length 4 is called strongly degenerate if there does not exist any base 
Ae~3 with d~(A, Ai)= 1 for 0~<i~<3. 
Now we are able to prove the following result, which is an algebraic 
reformulation and generalization of Maurer's homotopy theorem for the 
base graph of an ordinary matroid (cf. [M, Theorem 5.1]). 
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THEOREM 5.7. The group HI(F~) for the base graph F,~ of the com- 
binatorial (W; P)-geometry M satisfies 
HI(/'~) = ( {czl Z is a reentrant path in F~ of length 3 or a strongly 
degenerate path in F~ of length 4} ). 
Proof By Lemma 5.5(ii) it suffices to show that every irreducible reen- 
trant path Zo of length l ~> 4 in F~ has length 4 and is strongly degenerate. 
If Zo = (Ao, A1, A2, A3, A0) is irreducible but not strongly degenerate, 
then choose some A E~3 with d~(A, Ai )= l  for 0~<i~<3 and put 
Zi:=(A, Ai_I, Ai, A ) for imod4. Then one gets Czo=Czl+Cz2+ 
Cz3 + Cz4, which contradicts the fact that Z o is irreducible. 
Now assume that l~> 5 and Zo= (Ao, ..., A~) is an irreducible reentrant 
path in F~ of length l. Lemma 5.5(i) implies that Z0 is isometric, and thus 
we have d~(At 2, Al)=2. By the strong exchange condition for com- 
binatorial (W; P)-geometries there exist B1, B2 e (At_2, A1)rc~ ~3 with 
d~(B~, B2) =2 and d~3(B~, Aj) = 1 for i~ {1, 2} and je  { l -2 ,  l}. Since by 
Proposition 5.3 the graph F~ satisfies the Maurer condition, it follows that 
at least one of the two reentrant paths Z' "=(A0, ..., Al_2, B~, Al) and 
Z" :=(Ao, ..., Al_2, B2, Al), say Z', is not isometric in F~. Thus by 
Lemma 5.5(i) there exist he N o and reentrant paths Z~ of length l~<l for 
1 ~< i ~ h such that 
h 
CZ' ~ 2 Czi" 
i=1 
Moreover, Zh+l :=(At_2, Al- i ,  Al, B1, AI 2) is a--not necessarily 
isometric--reentrant path of length 4 and one has 
h+l  
CZo~CZ'q-Czh+I ~ 2 Czi' 
i~l 
contradicting again the fact that Z 0 is irreducible. | 
EXAMPLE. Assume that n e N and E= {1,..., n}. With regard to the 
identification of an even A-matroid with a combinatorial (W2; P2; U~)- 
geometry as established in Theorem 4.8(ii), the base graph F~ of an even 
A-matroid (E, 5) is of course given by 
Now Theorems 4.8(ii) and 5.7 show in particular that every irreducible 
path in F~ has length at most 4. 
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FIGURE 4 
At the end of this paper we want to show that a corresponding result for 
arbitrary A-matroids which are interpreted as (W2, P2)-matroids in the 
sense of Definition 2.8 is wrong. 
Assume that E = { 1, 2, 3} and put ~ :-- ~3(E)\{ 2}, { 1, 3} }. It is trivially 
verified that (E, ~) is a A-matroid, and the induced subgraph of the 
(W2; P2)-graph on the vertex set ~ is, in view of (3.2b), given by Fig. 4. 
This graph is a cycle of length 6 which is, of course, irreducible. The 
A-matroid (E, ~) does not define a combinatorial (W2; P2)-geometry, 
because the strong exchange axiom for bases fails to hold. On the one 
hand, it seems to be unfortunate that my proposed definition of a com- 
binatorial (W; P)-geometry does not encompass all A-matroids. However, 
by looking for a concept which will also include arbitrary A-matroids, one 
cannot expect o get a theory in which comparable results are true. In par- 
ticular, the last example disproves not only the strong exchange axiom for 
bases, but also Maurer's homotopy theorem. 
Theorem 5.7 will play an essential r61e in the representation theory of 
combinatorial (W; P)-geometries as it will be developed in forthcoming 
papers (cf. [W5, W6]; see also [DWl,  Theorem 1.1, DW2, Section 8] in 
the case of ordinary matroid theory). 
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